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1. How do I verify what my labour, equipment and material rates are in Track? 
Answer. From the reporting page, run the Labor Rates by Contract (PDF), Equipment Rate by 

Contract (PDF), and Material Rates by Contract (PDF) reports, respectively. 

2. How do I add or update a skill for a labour resource? 

Answer. All requests for skill updates must be sent to the Track Coordinator at the appropriate site (at 

the end of this FAQ are the email addresses for the Site Track Coordinators).  In doing so, please provide 

the resource name, skill name exactly as listed in Track, and the skill start date. Once the skill has been 

assigned, a Calc Net may be performed to refresh the system.  

 

3. How do I add LOA/subsistence for a labour resource? 

Answer. All requests for LOA/subsistence updates must be sent to the Track Coordinator at the 

appropriate site. In doing so, please provide the resource name, the start date of the subsistence, and 

the frequency/conditions for the subsistence.  

4. Where can I find “How To” steps for completing my daily tasks in Track? 

Answer. Please reference the NTR_QuickRef_TimeKeeperDailyChecklist_MU document for a 

comprehensive instructional on how to complete the daily tasks for a vendor Timekeeper. If you do not 

have a copy of this document, please send a request to the Track Coordinator at the appropriate site. 

 

 

5. How do I add or update a schedule for a labour resource? 

Answer.  All requests  
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7. How do I add or update a schedule for a labour resource? 

Frequently Asked Questions 
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5. How do I add or update a schedule for a labour resource? 

Answer. All requests for schedule updates must be sent to the Track Coordinator at the appropriate site. 

In doing so, please provide the resource name, schedule name, and the schedule start date. Once the 

schedule has been assigned, a Calc Net may be performed to refresh the system. 

 

6. What is the process for creating a Unique ID for a piece of equipment? 
Answer. To add an equipment unique ID, hover of Resources, drop down to Add Resources, then over to 

Add Equipment. Once you’ve reached the New Equipment page, follow the below steps to create the 

unique ID: 

Select the appropriate Group and Type from the drop down lists. 

Set the status to On Site Operating 

In the VIN/Unique ID field, enter a unique ID that follows the format: CNO-MCI-12345 (Three letter 

abbreviation for Carseland-Abbreviation for the supplier organization -Unique equipment 

identifier).  Depending upon the site you are doing this for, ensure you are using the unique 

identifier per that site (CNO – Carseland, RNO – Redwater, FNO – Fort Saskatchewan). 

Select a Start Date and End Date (Optional) 

Hit the Add button. 

Once the above steps have been completed, send an email to to the Track Coordinator at the 

appropriate site notifying them that an equipment unique ID has been created. In this message, 

include the group name, type name, and the newly created VIN/Unique ID. The Track Coordinator 

will need this information to complete the last step of assigning the unique ID to an agreement.  
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7. How do I make corrections to an allocation that has been accepted already? 

Answer. If a correction needs to be made to an allocation that has already been accepted, the first step is 

to check to see if the allocation has been authorized. To do this, proceed to the allocations page and 

locate the TS REF column of the allocation (down at the bottom of the page). If no TS REF number is 

present, then you may proceed to Unaccept the allocation, make the necessary corrections, then 

Accept again. If there is a number present in the TS REF column, send an email to the Track 

Coordinator at the appropriate site notifying them of this. The Track Coordinator will need to 

void/revoke the timesheet before any changes can be made to the allocation. Once the timesheet has 

been voided/revoked, you may proceed to Unaccept the allocation, make the necessary corrections, 

then Accept again. 

 

8. What is the process for creating a Unique ID for a piece of equipment? 

Answer. To add an equipment unique ID, hover of Resources, drop down to Add Resources, then over to 

Add Equipment. Once you’ve reached the New Equipment page, follow the below steps to create the 

unique ID: 
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8. How do I correct and resubmit a rejected allocation? 

Answer. To identify a rejected allocation, proceed to the acceptance page. Once the appropriate date has 

been selected, the rejected allocation will show with an “R” next to the checkbox on the acceptance 

page. Once the rejected allocation has been located, proceed uncheck the box next to it and hit the 

Accept/Unaccept Items button. Now that the rejected allocation has been unaccepted, you may 

proceed to the allocations page to make the necessary corrections. Once done, the charges will need to 

be accepted again. 

 

9. Why doesn’t my resource appear on the Activity page? 

Answer. Only resources that have activity on a particular day will show on the Activity screen.  To view 

all other active resources, click the Show/Hide button located on the shortcut menu of the Activity 

page. Once all active resources are displayed, proceed to look for the missing employee. If you are still 

not able to find the resource after enabling Show/Hide, send an email to the Track Coordinator at the 

appropriate site detailing this. 
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  10. How do I enter an override for a resource that doesn’t appear on the Labor Activity page? 

Answer. Only resources that have activity on a particular day will show on the Activity screen.  To view 

all other active resources, click the Show/Hide button located on the shortcut menu of the Activity 

page. Once all active resources are displayed, locate the resource and click the checkbox to the left of 

their name. Next, click the Request Override button located on the shortcut menu. Proceed to enter an 

override as normal. Once the override is approved, the resource will show on the Activity page without 

having to enable show/hide. If you are still not able to find the resource after enabling show/hide, send 

an email to the Track Coordinator at the appropriate site detailing this. 

 

11. What is the process for allocating nonbillable labour hours? 

Answer. The steps for allocating nonbillable labour hours are: 

1. Enter the PO number as normal in the PO-L1 box. 

2. Enter CNO - NON BILLABLE (CNO, RNO, FNO – site unique identifier) in the WO box  

3. Enter CNO - NB (CNO, RNO, FNO – site unique identifier) in the OP box 

4. Select ZZZZZZ as the Area 

5. Select the NON-BILLABLE Skill Type 
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12. What is the best way for me to reconcile my costs? 

Answer. The best way to reconcile costs is to run the Full Data Extract (Excel) report.  From the reporting 

page, select the report name, the appropriate date range, and the excel display option. Next, hit Display 

Report. Once the report opens, follow the below steps to get this most out of the report: 

1. Filter column BD (service_entry_sheet) for only lines containing a Service Entry Number, or 

alternatively, filter column BC for only lines containing a Timesheet Reference Number or column AL 

(alloc_status_desc) for only lines marked as Authorized.  

2. Filter column AS (Level 2) for a particular Work Order number.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions for Redwater?  Email: RED_Track@Nutrien.com 

Questions for Carseland?  Email: CNOTimeCollection@Nutrien.com 

Questions for Fort Saskatchewan?  Email: FNO-Contract-Time@Nutrien.com 
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